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QUESTION 1

You are developing an application that will use an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account as a data source. You
need to create a report that displays the top five most ordered fruits as shown in the following table. 

A collection that contains aggregated data already exists. The following is a sample document:

 {

 "name": "apple",

"type": ["fruit", "exotic"],

"orders": 10000

 } 

Which two queries can you use to retrieve data for the report? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: BD 

ARRAY_CONTAINS returns a Boolean indicating whether the array contains the specified value. You can check for a
partial or full match of an object by using a boolean expression within the command. Incorrect Answers: 

A: Default sorting ordering is Ascending. Must use Descending order. 

C: Order on Orders not on Type. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/sql/sql-query-array-contains 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an application named App1 that reads the data in an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account. App1 runs
the same read queries every minute. The default consistency level for the account is set to eventual. 

You discover that every query consumes request units (RUs) instead of using the cache. 

You verify the IntegratedCacheiteItemHitRatemetric and the IntegratedCacheQueryHitRatemetric. Both metrics have
values of 0. 

You verify that the dedicated gateway cluster is provisioned and used in the connection string. 
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You need to ensure that App1 uses the Azure Cosmos DB integrated cache. 

What should you configure? 

A. the indexing policy of the Azure Cosmos DB container 

B. the consistency level of the requests from App1 

C. the connectivity mode of the App1 CosmosClient 

D. the default consistency level of the Azure Cosmos DB account 

Correct Answer: C 

Because the integrated cache is specific to your Azure Cosmos DB account and requires significant CPU and memory,
it requires a dedicated gateway node. Connect to Azure Cosmos DB using gateway mode. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/integrated-cache-faq 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account. 

You run the following query against a container in the account.

 SELECT

 IS_NUMBER("1234") AS A,

IS_NUMBER(1234) AS B,

IS_NUMBER({prop: 1234}) AS C 

What is the output of the query? 

A. [{"A": false, "B": true, "C": false}] 

B. [{"A": true, "B": false, "C": true}] 

C. [{"A": true, "B": true, "C": false}] 

D. [{"A": true, "B": true, "C": true}] 

Correct Answer: A 

IS_NUMBER returns a Boolean value indicating if the type of the specified expression is a number. "1234" is a string,
not a number. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/sql/sql-query-is-number 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 
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You have a container named container1 in an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account. 

The following is a sample of a document in container1.

 {

 "studentId": "631282",

"firstName": "James",

"lastName": "Smith",

"enrollmentYear": 1990,

"isActivelyEnrolled": true,

"address": {

"street": "",

"city": "",

"stateProvince": "",

"postal": "",

}

} 

The container1 container has the following indexing policy.

 {

 "indexingMode": "consistent",

"includePaths": [

{

 "path": "/*"

},

{

 "path": "/address/city/?"

}

],

"excludePaths": [

{

 "path": "/address/*"
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},

{

 "path": "/firstName/?"

}

]

} 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Yes 

"path": "/*" is in includePaths. 

Include the root path to selectively exclude paths that don\\'t need to be indexed. This is the recommended approach as
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it lets Azure Cosmos DB proactively index any new property that may be added to your model. 

Box 2: No 

"path": "/firstName/?" is in excludePaths. 

Box 3: Yes 

"path": "/address/city/?" is in includePaths 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/index-policy 

 

QUESTION 5

You maintain a relational database for a book publisher. The database contains the following tables. 

The most common query lists the books for a given authorId. 

You need to develop a non-relational data model for Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API that will replace the relational
database. The solution must minimize latency and read operation costs. 

What should you include in the solution? 
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A. Create a container for Author and a container for Book. In each Author document, embed bookId for each book by
the author. In each Book document embed authorIdof each author. 

B. Create Author, Book, and Bookauthorlnk documents in the same container. 

C. Create a container that contains a document for each Author and a document for each Book. In each Book
document, embed authorId. 

D. Create a container for Author and a container for Book. In each Author document and Book document embed the
data from Bookauthorlnk. 

Correct Answer: A 

Store multiple entity types in the same container. 
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